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Gerould,9 on the other hand, suggests that "blood, as the
principle of life, had some occult virtue and might be pre-
served with advantage by the enemy who had killed a person".
Miss Gilchrist10 thinks that the Lamkin stanza is connected
with the old superstition, of unknown foundation, against
shedding noble or innocent blood upon the ground. For the
former, she refers to Frazer's Golden Bough?1 where instances
are collected of the "common rule that royal blood may not
be shed upon the ground"; for the latter, she refers to a Manx
ballad which tells how white blankets were spread on the
ground at a patriot's execution. Whatever the explanation, the
blood-motif gives the killing in "Lamkin'' a sacrificial and
ritual character. In "Sir Hugh", the murder is explicitly
ritual, for the story is founded on the well-known anti-Semitic
legend which was so widespread in the Middle Ages and is~
told in Chaucer's "Prioress's Tale". "Lamkin" is more obscure,
but may perhaps have the same kind of motif behind it, as
may also be surmised from the fact that the lady is killed with
a bodkin of silver.
In these, and in a few other ballads, we may catch sight
of a dark and primitive layer of belief and practice. The motif
of the fairies' tribute to hell, paid at the end of every seven
years, may also have some connection with the ritual murder
of the divine kings made familiar to us by the Golden Bough.
Frazer has explained how the fertilization spirit is thought of
as embodied in the king; when his potency fails, he is put to
death and succeeded by another. Later a substitute victim is
chosen, who enjoys the privileges of a king for a short time
before he is sacrificed. Finally, the actual slaying dies out
and there remains only a Mock King and a Mock Death at
an annual festival. Frazer has shown how this pattern at
various stages of its evolution is found in many parts of the
world. It would be hard to prove that the ritual murder of
the divine king actually survived in mediaeval Europe, though
that has been suggested. But folk-memory is extremely
tenacious. Sir Edmund Chambers has shown12 how the
mummers preserved the pattern of the Mock Death, and pos-
sibly some such reality lies behind the motif of the fairies'

